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Tulum,  The Beauty of the Mayas 
by Christopher Kolker 
 
 
One of the reasons that many delve into the fascinating world of archaeology is the breathtaking, scenic ruins that 
ancient civilizations have left behind.  A great example:  the ancient Mayan city of Tulum, or the City of the Dawn. 
Located on the Yucatán Peninsula in southeastern Mexico in the state of Quintana Roo, Tulum is one of the most 
photographed ancient ruins in the world. Resting on the shores of the Caribbean, a true archaeological thrill is watching 
the sun rise over the water as one marvels at the beauty of the city of Tulum and the lush nature around it. 
 

     
Tulum's location in Mexico, from Toursmaps.com 
 
Tulum’s known history goes back to the sixth century, as the oldest stele (stone-slab inscription) found in the area was 
specifically dated to that century.  Now housed in the British Museum, that stele, written and dated in Mayan glyphic 
and appropriately called Stele 1, is now thought to have been brought from a different nearby city, perhaps Coba.  
 
Tulum is one of the few Mayan cities made in their postclassic era. As readers may recall from a previous article about 
the Mayans, survival for the Mayan civilization from the 10th century to the arrival of the Spanish consisted mainly of 
abandoning the jungle areas and concentrating their efforts on the more arid Yucatán Peninsula.  While the great Mayan 
city of Chichen Itza is the most well-known example, Tulum serves as a second post-classical example. 
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A bird's-eye view of Tulum 
 

Why was Tulum built? Two main reasons have 
been entertained. Sitting on the Caribbean 
coast, one of the obvious reasons is for trade. 
With archaeological evidence of extensive 
copper, salt, textile, and especially obsidian 
residuals found at Tulum, this is surely is one 
reason for Tulum’s construction. Using long 
canoes stable enough to be ocean-worthy, 
goods could be brought up and down the 
Yucatán Peninsula, on which Tulum is 
situated, all the way into the Bay of Honduras. 
This kind of trading was extremely extensive, 
with Christopher Columbus writing about 
these canoes on the ocean when he explored 
the area. 

 

Of those goods traded, it seems obsidian may have been the single most important item. 
Essentially volcanic glass, its sharpness and hardness made it ideal for tools and weapons. 
In fact, for archaeological use, its trade correlates fairly well with the overall economic 
activity of a civilization.  
 

 
One of the principle weapons of the Maya was the macuahuitl, a wooden club with obsidian blades.  The name is 
probably derived from the Nahuatl (Aztec) language, with the name spread all throughout Meso-America.  (Such 
cultural blending was common in post-classical Mayan civilization.) 
 
The second reason for the building of Tulum was the 
worship of the Descending God. Carvings and drawings 
seem to show the same kind of god diving and descending 
into the water. Perhaps watching the sun rise over the water 
and set in the west made Tulum an ideal area for the 
worship of such a god. While this may be speculation, at any 
rate, this Diving or Descending God predominates the 
subject matter of the architecture and art of Tulum. 
 
Tulum’s architecture was fairly typical of postclassical Mayan 
cities. Warfare between cities was a fact of life and good 
defenses were needed. Protection was secured with a wall on 
the western, northern and southern sides of the city, with 
the sea on the eastern side.  Watchtowers also predomin-
ated,  providing  lookouts  or enemies.  Gateways  into  the 

 
Temple of the Frescos   

city were incredibly narrow, perhaps providing an additional level of security. As many archaeologists believe Mayans 
often fought over water, a large cenote (or freshwater limestone sinkhole) exists on the northern part of the complex. 

 
While Tulum has not been completely archaeologically mapped, it does boast an extensive compound area (see the 
map) with three famous structures. The first is the Temple of the Frescoes (Frescoes Temple on the map).   It’s an 
observatory. It has the niche figure of the Mayan Descending God that was thought to be a “Venus-like” deity. 
Essentially a two-story building, inside is a mural of that God in Mixtec and Puebla style. Understood in the 
postclassical area to be the result of the loosening of control of the territory and its culture, this clearly shows that other 
cultures were allowed to intermix and influence Mayan art. 
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El Castillo  

The second structure is Temple of the Descending God. It is actually a single room with a sculpture of the Descending 
God.   This god is complete with wings and a headdress, typical of what is seen in the art and sculptures of the other 
buildings of Tulum. 
 
The third is called El Castillo (the Castle). It’s a nearly square, 25-foot-tall building with a small shrine on top. On the 
side facing the sea, two very small windows line up perfectly with two breaks in the barrier reef that encircles Tulum’s 
beaches. It is therefore speculated that those windows were used to guide the canoes. If canoers went straight towards 
the two windows, they would know that they would not run upon the barrier reef and could thus get to shore safely. 
 

 
The two small windows of El Castillo  

 
 
 
Unfortunately, the end of Tulum as a viable settlement 
reads like a broken record, mimicking the rest of 
Mesoamerica. European contact started with Juan de 
Grijalva’s expedition to the Yucatán Peninsula in 1518. 
After that, with most of Mesoamerica collapsing due to 
disease, Tulum could not escape that fate. Tulum was 
abandoned approximately 70 years later as disease 
simply decimated the population. 
 
 

 
The Stamps- Mexico had a fairly typical pattern of commemorating native peoples with 
their stamps.  Their very first issues were of early leaders and liberators.  Mexico Scott 1a 
is of Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla, leader of the Mexican War of Independence.  He 
predominates the first 100 issues of Mexican stamps. 
 
>>  Mexico Scott 1a issued 1856 - Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla - Roman Catholic priest and 
leader of the   Mexican War of Independence - typical of early Latin American issues. 
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Aztec Archer         Aztec Indian         Decorating Pottery  Aztec Peon           Aztec Potter          Aztec Sculptor   
 

           
Aztec Craftsman  Offering to the Gods    Worshipper 

 
 
 
Mexico Scott 698-706, issued Sept 1, 1934 
. 
. 
. 
 

 

   
Cuauhtemoc  Monument, Scott 
#247, 1895 & #501 issued Sept 16, 1915 

 
Native peoples weren’t acknowledged until a statue of Cuauhtemoc, the 
last Aztec ruler, was printed in 1895, and not in a series until 1934.  At 
that point, a more generic Native American series was issued, seemingly 
without regard to one particular people or another.  Scott 699-706 has a 
generic Indian archer, while Scott issues 707 and 708 feature the 
Yalalteca and the Tehuana. 

 

 

 
 

The four definitive Mexico stamps at left 
were issued in 1864.  These stamps were 
printed by the American Banknote Co.  They 
are engraved on unwatermarked (usually toned) 
paper, and perforated 12.  Scott catalog #14-
17. 

 

 
 
 
Yalalteca & Tehuana Native American, Scott #707 & 708,  
issued December 1, 1934 

   
 
 

Member Ads: 
 

Seeking used postal stationery with mythological subjects pictured, especially Hercules or prehistoric man or art.  Fran 
Adams,   P O Box 420308,   San Diego, CA 92142      Fran.adams@gmail.com         He’s working on an exhibit and 
would appreciate any assistance in obtaining these items.  If you know a dealer carrying them let him know.  
 

Buying World Wide!  Collections, Topical, Archaeology, will look at them all.  If you are looking to sell, talk to me first 
at ctkolker@mail.com.  Top dollar offered.  Every offer seriously considered. 
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